WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED THEIR FLOCKS BY NIGHT

1. While shepherds watched their sheep at night,
   All sitting on the ground,
   The angel of the Lord came-down,
   And glory shined around.
   "Don't be afraid," it the angel said,
   Because they were much worried;
   "Good news about much happiness
   I bring to you and all people."

2. "To you in David's city today
   Is born from David's children
   A savior, that is Christ the Lord;
   And this shall be a showing:
   The heavenly Baby you shall find
   Before the eyes of all people shown,
   All humble wrapped in clothes
   And laying in a manger."

3. Finished speaking the angel,
   And then appeared a shining group
   Of angels praising GOD,
   And began their happy song,
   "All glory give to GOD in heaven,
   And to the earth stay peace;
   Good wants from heaven to people
   Begin and never stop."  Amen